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12 -Digit Fluorescent
With 2 -Color Printing

Radio Shack EC -3021. "Easy -access
keyboard for effortless oper ition
an unerring choice for anyone using a
calculator throughout the working
day. Speedy printing in red and black.
Item -count printing, auto 3 -digit
commas, "00" key, mark up/down,
percent keys. UL listed AC. Was
$69.95 in 1992 Catalog. (TS')
65-971 New Low Price! 59.95
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10 -Digit Fluorescent
Desktop Calculator

Radio Shack EC -3022. This is a
rugged workhorse you can
count on! Sturdy "10 -key" cal-
ulator features last -digit correc-
tion, auto -constant, "00" key,
delta, mark up/down, percent-
age, paper feed and sign -
change keys, 4 -key memory.
UL listed AC.
65-972 49.95
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Plain and Thermal Printing Paper for Business Calculators
Low -lint, register bond paper gives you clear, crisp printing
and keeps your printer mechanism clean. For Radio Shack
printing calculators, as well as other brands.
Plain Paper for Radio Shack models

Size Fits Cat. No. 3 -Pack

65-664/669/952/954
2'/4" 957/958/965/966/967 65-710 2.49

968/969/970/971/972

Plain Paper for Radio Shack models

Size Fits Cat. No. 3 -Pack

1'/2" 65-666 65-712 1.59
1'12" 65-951/953/955 65-713 2.49
2'/4" 65-954/956 65-715 2.79

Therma Paper for Early Models. :1/2" size fits
65-643/644/645/646. 65-706 ... 3 -Pack, 3.69
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Dual -Powered 10 -Key Calculators for People Who Don't Need Printouts

(1) Radio Shack EC -2018. Two memories come in
handy for balancing a checkbook or anytime you
need to run two totals simultaneously. Exclusive
Adjusta-tilt'" display lets you set the angle of the
big, 12 -digit LCD for your viewing comfort. Auto -
switches from solar to battery power in dim light.
Thinline design slips into a briefcase with room
to spare-only '/2 x 53/8 x 73/8". With RS357A
battery. Was $29.95 in 1992 Catalog.
65-580 New Low Price! 24.95

(2) NEW ! Radio Shack EC -2020. Compact-yet has
full-size keys and big, easy -to -read digits. Tilted
display for viewing comfort. Double -size " + " "-,"
and "=." Three -key memory and markup key.
Switches from solar to battery power in dim light.
With RS357A battery. 65-584 19.95

(3) NEW! Radio Shack EC -2019. Big, easy -to -read
LCD display. Oversize " + " key. Markup, percent
and sign -change keys. Three -key memory. Solar/
battery with RS389 battery. 65.583 10.95

Thanks, America!
I You've made us #1 in
calculators...for years

Radio Shack is America's #1 retailer
of calculators, and it's easy to see
why. You're sure to find the one
you're looking for in our wide array
of models. We have everything
from basic handhelds to powerful
desktop data organizers, and each is
or display and ready to try out. No-
body can match our great selection.
Aad with nearly 7000 stores nation-
wide, we're close by.
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NEW! Radio Shack EC -3025. Great idea! Full-sized
keyboard and printing in a cordless portable.
Jumbo -sized digits. Functions for mark-up, "00,"
item -count print. Oversize " + ." 65-958, 39.95
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Radio Shack EC -3018. Portable printing desktop
with 10 -digit fluorescent display, item -count
printing, "00," double -size "+ ." Requires 4 "AA"
batteries or AC adapter. 65.968 49.95

Paper feeds
from internal
compartment
or fold -out
roll holder
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NEW! Radio Shack EC -3024. Desk/handheld
printing calculator. Features "10 -key" design,
takes standard 2'/4" -wide paper. Requires 4
"AA" batteries or AC adapter. 65-957 ... 29.95

ALL CALCULATORS ARE COVERED BY CUR ONE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY-SEE STORE FOR DETAILS 145


